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A

big focus of this report is mapping. The
OCP will formally designate all land
within City boundaries to be either
greenspace or development.

This huge change is a good step forward, but one
that requires much more work to do accurately
and fairly. It also requires an understanding of how
planning looks at trails and greenspaces.
This will lead to a discussion on how implementing
the 2007 Trail Plan fits into the vision of the OCP.
In fact, the Trail Plan and a Parks and Greenspace
Committee is a constant thread in this report.
A significant focus of this report is commenting on
enshrining of Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park in the
City’s Official Community Plan. This has been an
important Hillcrest objective for many years. (The
name Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park better reflects
the entirety of the area.)

I

use our trails almost every day, often with
camera in hand. I love watching the little
patches of star gentiums that come up every
year on the shores of Ice Lake! I crawl around
the wetlands trying to photograph the glory of the
tiny orchids. I wander around Paddy’s Pond to see
the colourful mint plants. But I also see how hard
we are on the area — garbage, small wetland trails
no longer passable, small trails becoming big trails.

Identifying active transportation trails
2007 Trail Plan
p. 25: This system [of trail designations]
also recognizes and encourages the role of
neighbourhoods in determining acceptable use
for nearby trails. However, such a detailed system
cannot be administered as easily in a top-down
situation; simply put, it requires an on-going and
meaningful commitment of time, energy and ideas
from members of the public.
Having travelled to other places, I’m jealous of what
some communities have done with their outdoors.
In other words, the City needs our input for good
We have fantastic viewscapes and spectacular trails planning. It is worth our time commitment!
and mostly pristine nature...tremendous potential.
In this report, active transportation trails were
I watched the painful birthing process of the
assigned by me by what seemed to make sense.
Millennium Trail and see how important it’s
Some, such as trails around the airport and the
become. I hope if it ever comes to it, someday,
Millennium, Trans-Canada and Hamilton
someone would be able to push me in a wheelchair
Boulevard trails were obvious. Some trails were
along a paved Airport Escarpment Trail.
learned about too late to be included.

My goal on this Hillcrest committee is to have
more attention paid to the outdoors, both in
Our above-the-airport neighbourhoods are sitting
implementing the City Trail Plan, and ensuring the
at the heart of the city. Our challenges are many but OCP has a stronger greenspace focus.
so are our opportunities.

Mapping conventions used in this report
Green lines on the maps represent my start at
identifying an active transportation network:

The report also looks at the role of development in
the OCP. One result of the new mapping method
is that some lands previously used for recreation
are now proposed for development. We need better
mapping to closely examine these changes.

• foot trails: it’s important to remember that people
on foot will generally take shortcuts if they’re in
a hurry, as is the case for walking long trails, or
walking — commuting — to work. I also include
major community recreation trails.

With continuing growth of the City and the new
awareness of the importance of active living and
active transportation, this is an opportune time to
look at district greenspace planning.
The City could use Hillcrest to show how building
up from the neighbourhood to a city-wide level can
produce a more holistic result.
Since the mid-1980s, Hillcrest residents have
seen tremendous growth in the population of the
above-the-airport neighbourhoods, with little or no
greenspace planning. In places our greenspaces are
suffering from overuse.

Prepared by Peter Long, April 1, 2010
Hillcrest Trails and Greenspaces Committee

Above-the-airport neighbourhoods
Cover: Looking down on the Whitehorse city centre,
showing some of the active transportation trail
network that exists for the above-the-airport district.

Looking at Hillcrest in an interactive manner,
one is quickly led to the special relationship of the
neighbourhoods this report calls above-the-airport
neighbourhoods. Their access to downtown and
the riverside trails is blocked by the airport, forcing
them to use the trails at the ends of the airport.

• wildlife corridors

• mechanical: road bike, trail bike, paved
wheelchair accessible

Red lines represent motorized vehicle trails (ATVs,
motorcycles, skidoos); green over red are multi-use.

Google Earth
Map imagery in this report was generated from the
free Google Earth program. Most trails on these
maps were drawn by eye as a result of extensive trail
use in the area and discussion with other trail users.

They are further constrained by McIntyre Wetlands
The red motorized vehicle trails were compiled from
limiting access to the recreational destination of
motorized vehicle routes in the recent City booklet
Mount McIntyre and its network of trails.
Guide to the popular trails of Whitehorse and
The 2007 Trail Plan sets out processes where we can Further, Paddy’s Pond and Ice Lake are important
the Trans-Canada Trail Guide map published by
work with things such as our community engaging to their recreation needs.
Klondike Snowmobile Association (KSA).
in discussion about the use of motorized vehicles.
Throughout this report:
The City should lobby Google Earth to update
People are hard to engage in such politically charged Yellow shows areas the City needs to address.
imagery of our city. This will not only allow good
topics such as planning and conflict and uses of
* excerpted from Draft #1 of the City of Whitehorse’s planning, it will also provide recreation and tourism
their valuable time. So this report will start with
benefits. It’s also fun!
2010 Official Community Plan (OCP)
some suggestions about the planning process and
** excerpted from the document Explanation of
how some aspects could be improved.
Proposed Changes to 2010 OCP
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A brief history of our stewardship
In the early 1990s, Hillcrest and Granger residents
worked to have Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake drainage
protected as a park.
1994 Parks and Recreation Master Plan: p. C-9: Zone
the Paddy’s Pond and adjacent wetland area as an
Environmental Reserve in the short term; prepare
a management plan and designate the area as a
Nature Park.
1995 Hillcrest Community Association Greenbelt
Strategy: Change the OCP to protect the greenspace
south of Hillcrest and bordered by Lobird Rd. and
Hamilton Boulevard extension.
The committee also lobbied the City to ensure that
routing of Hamilton Boulevard avoided Ice Lake.
The map below illustrates some of that process.

What might they see in five years that was a
result of the work of the HCA this year. Would the
community feel different? Were their new activities
happening in the community because of the work
of HCA? If on this imaginary trip they stopped and
talked to a neighbour about what was different
from five years ago, what might the conversation
highlight?

There were 22 residents in attendance. There were
a large number of concerns presented and a clear
picture emerged of significant concern around the
greenspaces and trails in our neighbourhood.

• Lobby City to have a trails and greenspace
committee with neighbourhood representatives.

• Health and safety, drug issues, vehicles and trucks
on trails, garbage.

• Adopt Paddy’s Pond –Ice lake Park with Granger
Community Association. What are the OCP –
Greenspace implications for Hillcrest?

Motorized vehicles
• Block off motorized access to greenbelt in some
areas and repair damage to existing blockades.

• Finalize OCP greenspace and parks, like Paddy’s
pond.

• Brainstorm ideas for discouraging/rerouting
snowmobilers.

• Secure appropriate designation for green spaces.

• Put signs on greenbelt trails and map them as nonmotorized trails to stop snowmobile thru ways.

• Lobby the City of Whitehorse to withdraw City
lands from staking.

As a result, three sub-committees were created to
address them. One group formed a Hillcrest Trails
• Get clear signage in the green belt.
and Greenspaces Committee and took on the task
of looking at our area. This report is a starting point. • Lobby City for trail designation and signage in
greenspaces around Hillcrest.

Greenspace and trail concerns

Ethics and Safety
• Install doggie poop pick up bags at trail heads.

People’s greenspace concerns ranged from things
our neighbourhood can just do, to district-level
•
items issues we’d do with Granger and other aboveIn 1999, Elijah Smith Grade 5 lobbied the City to
the-airport neighbourhoods, to things that are
deal with motor vehicles “destroying our greenbelt.” really City-wide issues.
•
http://www.yesnet.yk.ca/schools/elijahsmith/
Greenspace stewardship
projects/greenbelt/
• Start a Hillcrest trail and green space committee
2005 Hillcrest Beautification Project
under HCA. Make an agenda of tasks like identify
•
I like the physical layout of the neighbourhood, the
trails to be fixed, named.
•
use of greenbelts, buffers and trails. There is just
• Keep track of City plans for OCP.
something magical about having Paddy’s Pond in
your backyard.
airport
HiLLCrest
Hillcrest continues to manage firesmart initiatives.
blue is UMA
For years Hillcrest Community Association has
organized the yearly spring cleanup.

On January 6, 2010, the Hillcrest Community
Association (HCA) held a special meeting. The
meeting was a result of the AGM and was to:
Identify and prioritize issues and activities that
residents are interested in seeing the Hillcrest
Community Association direct their attention, and
possibly resources, to in the coming year or more.
Identify next steps for making progress on priority
projects/activities and people willing to work on the
priority issues.
From the summary report...
The facilitator then walked people through a brief
visioning exercise to get people prepared to identify
projects or activities that were important to the
community. People were asked to imagine walking
out their door five years from now and walking or
biking up their street, or into the greenbelt.

ice Lak

• Lobby for improved trails.

Clean up Paddy’s Pond.

• Consider the development of: 1. small viewing
platform by Paddy’s Pond – similar to what is in
place along the Dezadeash trail in Haines Junction
and 2. Benches at the top of the tobogganing hill.

Lobby for pedestrian safety and access to
community – e.g. sidewalk on Hillcrest Drive.
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• Protect green space from ATVs and snowmobiles.

Personal security on trails: easy access from
greenbelt allows B&Es and drug dealing on the
trails (not just Hillcrest Drive, all over Hillcrest).

Ice
lake

GranGer

• Secure greenspace from motorized use.
Development
• Partner with City to repair/preserve/mark trails
especially around Paddy’s Pond.

green is
Inukshuk 1996
Opt 2

Paddy’s
Pond

• Protection of greenspace from development and
motorized vehicle use (e.g. snow machines on
tobogganing hills).

Eliminate wood cutting in the Greenbelt. HCA
to partner with City to find and prosecute wood
cutters.

1970 Opt 2

2010 Special Meeting

• Reduce vehicle incursions in green space. HCA to
encourage City to provide trail blocking measures.

Interpretation
• Develop “walking tour” signage for community and • Lobby City to have effective physical barriers to
keep motorized traffic out of greenbelt.
trails (historic facts, botany, etc.)

]

Hillcrest Community Association

• Monitor development of tank farm (and adjacent)
area.
Active transportation
• Work with City to get walkway through Burns Road
pit to highway.
• Fix trails for wheelchair access to airport or
millennium trail.
• Lobby/support a better trail connection between
Hillcrest and the downtown, specifically the
trail leading to Black Street stairs (culvert
under Highway, improve trail from Burns Road
intersection and paved trail.)
• HCA to lobby for pedestrian and cyclist access to
airport fence trail from community (e.g. culvert
under highway).

Lobird

purple is
2006, “final”

orange is
Inukshuk Opt 1

• List possible areas for development such as Paddy’s
pond, bobsled run, park. Prioritize development.

• Lobby for safer access for walkers/bikers across
Alaska Hwy. to access airport trail.
McLean
Lake Road

• Lobby for culvert under the Alaska Hwy. for bike
path to town.
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Hillcrest trails and greenspaces
committee
With OCP time constraints and the complexity of
the documents and mapping, this report could only
address some aspects of the Draft OCP.
Hillcrest is treating this report as a compendium of
district thoughts, issues and opportunities. Some
items are outside the scope of the OCP. They are
included to show our above-the-airport thoughts
of what the future could be like. This is a workbook
for the trails and greenspaces committee, and it
will also be available on the community association
website.
Thus, the audience of this report is not only OCP
planners, but also Mayor and Council, Parks and
Recreation, Hillcrest residents and the above-theairport neighbourhoods.

What are our priorities
1. Mapping: Ensure that OCP mapping for our
district is corrected and is more usable for the
next draft of the OCP.
2. District-level interest in trails and greenspaces:
Ensure the OCP formalizes not only a strong
neighbourhood role in any planning but also the
district role.
3. Community building: City to implement 2007
Trail Plan and its recommended City Trails and
Greenspaces Committee, and then to commence
formal neighbourhood/district planning for the
above-the-airport district.
4. District stewardship: Hillcrest to continue to
meet with people in other neighbourhoods to
create a working stewardship for our district.

5. Trail/greenspace rehabilitation: City to start
process of dealing with motorized vehicle issues.
Hillcrest to look at what is involved in repairing
trails damaged in wetlands.

Looking at our neighbourhood
p. 37*: 11.1.1 ... a series of Neighbourhood
Strategic Plans may need to be prepared. This
will depend upon the financial resources of
both the City and neighbourhood associations,
and the determination of residents in a specific
neighbourhood. Such a Neighbourhood Strategic
Plan shall be consistent with the Official Community
Plan and may be adopted by Council.
2. The area and issues to be defined in the
Neighbourhood Strategic Plan shall be determined
in collaboration with the specific neighbourhood.

Maps in the Draft OCP were based in part on a
series of neighbourhood workshops, each with
different base maps. The map on this page shows
the areas various meetings were given to work with.
Hillcrest’s base map (turquoise rectangle) covered
much less than the ones provided for the Granger,
Copper Ridge and McLean Lake meetings.
The Hillcrest base map did not include Ice Lake,
nor the south end of the airport. There were
no trails mapped and the Hamilton Boulevard
extension with its culvert was not shown.
Interestingly, the airport escarpment, a significant
feature for so many neighbourhoods, was given in
pieces to different meetings. This shows the lack of
recognition given to the greater district concept of
trails and greenspaces and active living. Likewise,
Hillcrest’s long-time use of the McIntyre wetlands,
for skiing and hiking, was ignored.
As a result, Hillcrest’s meeting was not as
productive and meaningful as it could have been.

N
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DOWNTOWN

Stewardship

MEETING

VALLEYVIEW

RIVERDALE

MEETING

MEETING

Chadburn
Lake Park

What this picture of the community consultation
base maps does show is the natural alliance of the
above-the-airport neighbourhoods in determining
what happens in our area and the importance of a
district vision.
It also shows the need for a collectively shared
stewardship of Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park for the
above-the-airport neighbourhoods.

COPPER

RIDGE
MEETING

“Take care of the greenspace” was a common thread
of the January special meeting. Our committee felt
the most effective way of practising stewardship was
by getting together with other above-the-airport
neighbourhoods.

HILLCREST
MEETING

GRANGER
MEETING

Paddy’s Pond – Ice
Lake Park

In preparing this report, discussion with residents
in other neighbourhoods showed interest in this
concept.
The OCP should recognize this concept, perhaps
through district trails and greenspaces committees,
“adopt a Park” or some similar way.

KOPPER KING,
RAVEN’S RIDGE
MEETING

McIntyre
Creek Park
Community consultations
yellow boxes: base working map at
meetings;
turquoise box: Hillcrest base map

McLean
Lake
Park
MCLEAN
LAKE ROAD

MCLEAN
LAKE
MEETING

p. 37*: 11.1.1 ... depend upon the financial resources of
...neighbourhood associations

Does the City’s mentorship program apply to
neighbourhood associations?
Is HCA eligible to apply for Y2C2 or CAT
assistance? Also, we could consider having inmates
from Corrections work with us.
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Responding to the OCP
Vision Statement
p. 2*: Whitehorse will be a well planned selfsustaining community that is a leader in energy
conservation and innovation that maintains and
conserves wilderness spaces for future generations.
Whitehorse will continue to strive for a better quality
of life that is reflected in its vibrant economy and
social life.

What the vision doesn’t reflect is the role trails
and greenspaces play in our living healthy active
lives. The message we hear almost every day is that
generally, people need to have significantly more
daily exercise.
Our City has remarkable facilities at the Canada
Games Center and other organized recreation
places such as the ski hill and ski trails. But for
many people, the outdoors and the trails are their
passion.

Making planning more manageable
Whitehorse is very fortunate to have a planning
process that continually strives to improve our City
and encourages public participation. The process
can be improved.
Having to grasp the implications of a 65-page OCP
and an 80-page changes document and numerous
maps in a meeting with many posters on the
walls, tables of maps and staff waiting to answer
questions is not the best use of time. It is much too
overwhelming.
All background materials should be available on the
City web site days before a meeting.
Additionally, the timeline for reviewing plans has
to be more realistic. Community groups need time
to read, to meet, to discuss and to compile their
thoughts. Even with electronic communications it’s
a big task. This document had direct feedback from
over 20 people, as well as many front step and trail
discussions.
There are a number of planning projects in the
planning cycle: the OCP, Zoning Bylaws, Parks and
Recreation Master Plan and the Trail Plan. There
are smaller plans like Ingram, Whistle Bend, the
Downtown and Waterfront plans. It’s complicated
understanding the relationship between them.
A great task would be to explain them to the
layperson.

OCP mapping, Draft 1
p. 1*...the maps ... reflect broad development areas.
The interpretation of map boundaries ... should
be used as a guide to assess development on
the compatibility of intended uses and potential
impacts on the surrounding area and do not detail
map features such as lot lines.
....all future land use decisions made by Council
must be consistent ...in the Plan.
p. 24: 1 ... boundaries...are intended to represent
general development areas only. Interpretation of
these boundaries shall not be done in conjunction
with detailed map features such as lot boundaries,
but shall be based on compatibility of intended uses
and potential impacts on the surrounding area.

While the OCP says the maps are fuzzy and not
“final,” they still show the direction the City wants
to go, and they form part of the OCP. They need
to be commented on. A winter review doesn’t
allow residents to groundtruth city mapping. For
instance, wetlands are snow-covered.
Maps need to be presented in a usable manner.
Using maps with translucent overlays, such as at
the community cafés, does not work. Likewise,
printouts of small-scale maps using three shades
of green and two of grey do not work. Draft OCP
Maps 1 and 2 and the land tenure map were
contradictory in places.

The City should assign a staff person the task of
It would help if the City web site had a simple
working with Google Earth so the public can
publications area. It should list all City-created
receive mapping as live Google Earth files.
documents, and all versions of them. They should be
downloadable as PDFs.
The site should also track relevant documents such
as Land Claim documents, airport development
plans. In short, the city should treat the web site
publications as an electronic library.
Perhaps this concept of an electronic collection
could be worked into the new public library.

Mapping our neighbourhood
As Hillcrest will soon face infrastructure upgrades,
we need to be conscious of the trade offs between
greenspaces and development. Many residents will
want their property taxes to rise as little as possible.
We need to understand the implications for in-fill
and general development in our area.
We need to better understand the future of our
district. Things seem to just happen for Hillcrest.
The Burns Road industrial area suddenly happened.
The airport will soon change entrances and affect
traffic flow for our accessing the highway. There is
mysterious construction going on inside the airport
fence at the other end of the airport. We need better
information about our neighbourhood
p. 43*: Active transportation routes shall be
integrated throughout the City.... These routes shall
include wide pedestrian corridors, and include
amenities such as trees, landscaping, and proper
lighting.
Active transportation trails should be able to range
from natural, through improved, through paved.
To be a greenspace network means ensuring
significant greenspaces have green linking corridors
between them, especially for wildlife.
The 2007 Trail Plan sets out a process for using trail
classes that could be used in working with the Draft
OCP mapping .
We need to identify environmentally sensitive
areas such as wetlands, slopes and water. Then note
neighbourhood and community destinations such
as schools, the rock gardens and the Millennium
Trail, ski club trails — any features that encourage
healthy outdoor pursuits. Note that many people
say that the Millennium Trail has changed their
lifestyles.
The network will have two distinct parts: motorized
and non-motorized. Parks and Recreation should
provide base digital trails. Classifying trail uses
will be easily done if people are working with clear
understandable maps.
At this point there should be enough known to
hold a district meeting with a simple informative
interactive mapping component.
Part of this community consultation would deal
with mapping more accurate park boundaries.
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The chart on this page shows some of the Trail
Plan’s implementation schedule. The plan says...
Implementing City plans
p. 34: key feature of this implementation schedule is
the completion of 2 neighbourhood-level trail plans
A problem working on this report was saying things
in each of the next 5 years, for a total of 10 plans.
should be done, but then seeing that the Trail Plan
already says that. And then seeing that the OCP
Moving forward with these neighbourhood
processes beginning as soon as possible in 2008 will
also assumes that.
allow the new approach to get off to a flying start.
This report deals a lot with looking at the health of
Completing the rest of the neighbourhoods on
the City through the character of its trails. Some
a predictable schedule will keep the momentum
issues would have already been addressed if plans
going, helping to further establish the Trail Plan as
were followed.
a living document that is responsive to the needs of
p 44**: #38 City shall work towards the continued
the community.
enhancement of trails identified as Primary/
Recommended in the City Trail Plan.
Successful planning

The planning process

The trail plan sounds good. A lot of energy goes
into planning. Consultants are hired, community
Vision statement
meetings are held, responses are submitted, plans
p. 8: The citizens of Whitehorse will enjoy year-round
are formally adopted by Council. But then, they
access to a network of interconnected nonmotorized and motorized trails, greenway corridors are not always followed. Cost, time, inclination,
Canada Games, who knows?
and cycling routes that will support the City’s
commitment to creating a liveable, safe, attractive, A significant step in a big process such as revising
healthy and sustainable Winter City community.
the OCP, should be for staff to review the current
Residents and visitors alike will find exciting yearadopted plans. It’s not enough to just assume “the
round opportunities for recreation, reflection and
City adopted it so it must be happening.”
transportation alternatives that will link people to
p. 15*: lists steps to successfully implement the
each other, to their community and to our unique
OCP such as the Official Community Plan Review.
natural and cultural heritage.
However, most steps revolve around development.

R ationalizing the tr ail system
Establish task force to oversee neighbourhood-by-neighbourhood planning (w/ input)
Create planning framework/policy, including establishing neighbourhood boundaries
Update neighbourhood trail inventories in advance of planning (w/ community GPS input)
Complete neighbourhood trail plans (approximately 10, dependant on boundaries)
Complete minor updates to neighbourhood trail plans prior to consolidation
N u r tu r i ng positive tr ai l cu ltu r e
Establish interdisciplinary Trails & Greenways Committee (honoraria, expenses - ongoing)
Create conflict resolution policy & procedures*
Implement conflict resolution/mediation program (ongoing)*
Integrate city-wide trails/issues/priorities w/ neighbourhood plans (amend TMP)*
Getting the word out
Create dedicated trails & greenways website*
Implement public programs with community, schools, etc (internal - ongoing)*
Contribute to user group education programming (partnership)*
Update and implement trail signage strategy in accordance w/ education programs*
Implement enhanced signage strategy (ongoing)
Building and maintaining the trail system
Implement pilot program, community-based trail construction/maintenance workshops*
Implement ongoing community-based program (partnership)*
Complete trail hazard assessments, repairs (internal - ongoing)
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The OCP needs a more balanced approach. There
should be checks to ensure that other planning is
working. It is not enough to wait for the next cycle
of these other plans to find out that they are not
accomplishing their objectives. The OCP doesn’t
want the more engineering-related ones to fail, nor
should it allow the less development-related ones
like the Trail Plan to stagnate.

Community participation – taking sides
People should feel confident that their ideas are
fairly considered. The City should post all OCP
feedback it receives on the OCP part of the website.
It should be as submitted, not a condensed version.
The City’s Draft OCP continues to push for
developing in the McIntyre Creek watershed.
Yukon College wants some of the land for future
development. Many residents and organizations
believe this unique inner-city wildlife corridor
should become a major park.
Any feedback to YESAB about an Alaska Highway
Connector Road through McIntyre Creek and
developing Porter Creek D should be incorporated
for reconsideration as part of the OCP process.
p. 65**. Remove Referendum Requirement as per
Court Decision
The planning process should welcome public input.
Confrontational positions do not create a healthy
respectful community. We should not have to rely
on the legal system to hear each other.
There is a reality that consultations must deal with
polarizing topics. Some community meetings
degenerate, with one group trying to intimidate
others. At times, it feels like only the development
side of planning is considered legitimate. People feel
strongly: we want sustainable development, a green
city, infill ... but not in our greenspaces... not in our
neighbourhoods. We want peaceful secluded trails...
we want to be able to play with our ATVs on the
empty slopes. We want the city to grow and create
jobs. We want affordable housing. We want low
taxes. We want to do things as we’ve always done
them.
The City needs to address the competing calls for
the use of McIntyre Creek. There needs to be a way
of looking at alternatives to development, as well
as to ensuring an efficient, liveable city structure.
Parks should be just as valued as subdivisions.

Trails and Greenspaces Committee
Parks and Recreation has its hands full with
facilities such as the Canada Games Centre and
with providing recreation programming. The 2007
Trail Plan recommended one way that a voice for
trails and greenspaces could be heard.
2007 Trail Plan
p. 3: Another grass-roots approach to ensuring fuller
citizen participation in decision-making around
trails issues is through the establishment of a Trails &
Greenways Committee. ...one tool to ensure that the
needs and perspectives of users are communicated
to the highest level. An important caveat with such
a committee is balanced representation. Particular
attention would need to be paid to making sure no
one “type” of user – such as motorized vs. nonmotorized – dominated, and that polarization of
issues along such lines (as is often the case now) is
prevented.

The OCP should formalize a City Trails and
Greenspaces Committee. This Trails and
Greenspaces Committee needs to be involved in any
active transportation trail planning.
2007 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
• Implement Trail Plan, coordinate walkability,
alternative transportation network

• Expand mentoring and support capacity for nonprofits/community initiatives
• Continue sponsorship of new/fledgling activities
to the club establishment level
• Establish parks & trails programmer position
The committee should be expected to have an
environmental/active living greenspace bias, and
membership on the committee should ensure this.
It’s a foregone conclusion that polarizing issues will
need to be dealt with. The City needs to provide a
balanced allotment of time and money to this new
method of working with citizens. This should be an
important committee.
A City Trails and Greenspaces Committee would,
as one of its first tasks, conduct a well-facilitated
greenspace charette for all the above-the-airport
neighbourhoods.
The quality of facilitators for meetings must grow
as the topics become more contentious. Weak
facilitators can doom a meeting — a good facilitator
can leave people satisfied and feeling productive.
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Looking at our greenspace network

Active transportation

Trail development

p. 42*: 12.1.2 ...low cost travel, helps maintain a
healthy lifestyle, and is environmentally friendly.
...shall be integrated into subdivision or
neighbourhood level planning. Links to the City’s
active transportation network, where possible, shall
be identified as part of any development proposal
in order to create a more walkable community.

The map below reflects the City’s Map 1,
“Greenspace Network.” Green shading is land
the OCP designates as environmentally sensitive,
recreation or connector. Land not marked green is
considered developed, or suitable for development.
This map shows a big problem. Hillcrest and the
other above-the-airport neighbourhoods have no
green network to downtown via either end of the
airport. In fact, Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park is an
isolated island in an area slated for development.

“Where possible” is weak and allows token attempts
at solving problems. The OCP should require
that active transportation trails become a critical
component of every development in the city and
that changes to these trails must be in agreement
with area neighbourhoods. The City should work
with existing land owners when land is already
owned.

downtown wateRfRont
tRaiL

greenspace network
Pale green lines: core trails;
Green shading: environmentally
sensitive, recreation and connector lands

aiRpoRt escaRpMent
tRaiL

BLack st.
staiRs

The OCP should ensure that, wherever possible,
active transportation trails are in natural settings
and in significant protected trail corridors, not just
alongside roads and fences.

MiLLenniuM
tRaiL

yukon
tRans-canada
tRaiL

An active transportation network means having a
city-wide network of trails that provides easy, nonmotorized access to adjacent neighbourhoods and
local destinations, and to recreation trails.

riverdaLe

downtown

2007 Parks and Recreation Master Plan

p. 49*: 18.2.2 ...maintain or enhance current
recreational trails... Blocking of established trails is to
be avoided, and a contiguous trail system that links
neighbourhoods and activity areas together shall
receive priority.
Any new development shall be reviewed in relation
to trail continuity and access to recreation areas...
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The Millennium Trail is a safe, open, paved
trail. There was controversy over having this
trail. Today, it clearly demonstrates the value of
substantial urban trails for health and wellness,
recreation, community building and even tourism.
The community needs to look for other obvious
well-used loop trails. They should be designed to
interconnect and should be promoted as part of
the active transportation network. Examples are
the Downtown Waterfront Trail, the Yukon River
Trail, the Trans-Canada Trail, the airport trails, ...

The Millennium Trail illustrates the effect of a
lengthy winter season — spring and fall conditions
can make the trail very slippery. Trail designations
should consider the various seasons and how trails
are used and maintained. Are there ways to extend
the walkability of the trail for more people?

Inner-neighbourhood trails

sk

canada
gaMes
centRe

N

n

airport

p. 25: Residents see the unique outdoor recreation
opportunities afforded by proximity to wilderness
as a key feature of daily life .... to recreate in a
“wilderness” setting only steps from home is
essential ... even if their chosen activity is as simple
as taking the family dog for a walk in the woods.
p. 55: Facilitate the use of alternative transportation
forms that provide health and wellness benefits (e.g.
cycling to work).

Quarries

P. 50*: In some cases, existing trails may need to be
relocated to allow new development to take place.
This shall be the responsibility of the developer.

This allows abuse. In the Granger and Copper
Ridge areas, trails were lost to development and no
trail infrastructure replaced them. Hillcrest trail
users used to easily access the McIntyre Wetlands.
Now, Hamilton Boulevard and its swath of
neighbourhoods act as a barricade to the recreation
areas back towards Mount McIntyre.
The OCP must ensure neighbourhoods and
districts are active participants in any changes to the
active transportation network.
As well, neighbourhood growth can hide public
walkways designed as part of a subdivision. These
inner-neighbourhood trails are important trails,
both for neighbourhood walkability and for
replacing trail networks destroyed in development.
These trails should be signed and required to stay
accessible for public use.
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Looking at the new parks

Recreation areas

The OCP designation of Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake
Park is shown below, bounded by a black and white
border. Local trails are pink, active transportation
are yellow.
Kwanlin Dun land is blue, Ta’an Kwach’an land is
purple, and neighbourhoods and privately owned
land are brown. Non-coloured areas, such as the
airport land, is publicly owned, some by the City
but the majority by the Yukon government.

p. 50*: 18.3... includes recreation activities that
require extensive sites and which use the physical
environment for commercial or non-profit
purposes....golf courses, campgrounds, recreation
clubs, amusement parks, downhill ski facilities, and
cross-country ski trails. Accessory commercial uses
that support recreational facilities, ... restaurant,
retail sales and service are also permitted ....

The OCP must give special protections for
parks. Zoning By-laws must ensure there is no
development in Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park.
p. 51*: 18.3.5 Neighbourhood-level recreation
areas...should be protected from development,
as they contain trails that contribute to active
living and active transportation such as walking
and cycling, and improve the quality of life of
neighbourhood residents.

Red is land the OCP designated environmentally
sensitive and green is recreation. Numbers refer to
items discussed on this page.

Paddys Pond–Ice Lake Park

p. 49: 18.1.1 These five park areas ...The City may
prepare special management plans to address
impacts from the use of these areas.

Neighbourhoods and districts need to be active
participants in these planning processes, especially
any stewardship committees.
The OCP should recognize all official parks. For
instance, Bert Law Park is a park, as are many other
parks in the city.

inGram

4. There should be a strong green connection to the
rock gardens.

8. There should be strong green connections from
Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park to McIntyre Park
and McLean Lake Park.

5

aLaska

HiLLCrest

ice

5
5

The new OCP should deal with local and district
stewardship of parks. Will district Parks and
Greenspace Committees become the stewards?

HigHwa
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d

Paddy’s
Pond

7

Ice lake

McIntyre Wetlands

2
2

aRd

2

An interpreted boardwalk across the McIntyre
Wetlands would give access to the wonderful
summer trail network between Copper Ridge
and the Copper Haul Road. Some crossing places
should be formalized and fixed up. Planning should
accommodate parking at trailheads.

4

GranGer
HaM
BouLeiLVton

The City needs to identify a timeframe to prepare a
master plan for our park and get it put in the capital
budget. This report is a starting point for this plan.

weigH
scaLes

1

McIntyre
Creek
Park

3. The 1994 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
recommended designating the rock gardens
as a nature park. The OCP should follow this
recommendation and designate this as a Park.
Ensure there is a parking area to access this park.

7. A corridor across to the weigh scales to connect to
the south end of the airport must be park.

Paddy’s Pond – Ice
Lake Park

LoGan

2. Land between the Ice Lake Road and the
Hamilton Blvd. extension must be park. This
includes land up around the end of Granger.

Motorized vehicles in the park must be the subject
of a larger community discussion.

6

arkeLL

1. Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park wetlands should be
designated as environmentally significant, not as
recreation land.

6. Land between KDFN lands and the Ice Lake
Road must be park.

riverdaLe

airport

5

Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park

5. Elijah Smith School to Paddy’s Pond and over to
the Tank Farm must be park.

]

tank Farm

eLijaH
sMitH
scHooL

Designated parks

N

Boundary indicated by black and white line

mCintyre

OCP 18.3.5. “should be protected from
development,” is meaningless. Rephrase as “must
not be” or some strong phrasing.

2
2

2
Rock
gaRdens

2

3

cuLVeRt

8

Copper ridGe

Lobird

McLean
Lake
Park

Having these crossings would make the mountain
in our backyard, Mount McIntyre, a great local
destination. There are trails leading to the top of the
mountain.
This should be done in discussion with the ski
club, and keeping in mind the environmental
implications.

8
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Development

regulations and applicable bylaws must be
followed .... Where encroachment is required, it shall
be minimal, and impacts shall be mitigated.

consistent with OCP objectives of 12.1 active
transportation and 18.2 trail development. These
land blocks are generally being used for recreation
and active transportation routes. Any necessary
roads and firesmarting for future development of
these land blocks must not enter the greenspace.

Ice Lake Road

According to the OCP, land along the Alaska
Highway must be accessed from secondary roads.
Development in environmentally sensitive areas
This would turn the Ice Lake Road into a service
should be a very last resort.
road, like Range Road south of Two Mile Hill. It
Environmentally sensitive areas
would become a shortcut to the airport for abovep. 18*: 1.1.1. Environmentally sensitive areas ...their
Highway development
the-airport neighbourhoods. Other effects would
protection is a priority. ... Within urban areas,
p. 14, #12**: Allow Highway Development between include a paved road, industrial traffic, traffic lights, Lobird, Beyond Copper Ridge, McLean
development may cross these corridors in order to
Creek
Hillcrest and Weigh Station
roadside parking, increased noise — all beside our
facilitate growth away from undisturbed wildlife
p. 13*: If a high growth rate occurs, the UCB will
This land ... was not identified as having recreational tranquil Ice Lake.
corridors.
need to be and urban growth will need to occur in
or environmental significance
This major development must be addressed
p. 19*: 1. A 30-m ... setback along both sides of all
these areas
Hillcrest has long held a district view on our area
by significant district and neighbourhood
rivers, streams, lakes, and wetlands, year-round or
This area includes a large Kwanlin Dun land block.
seasonal, shall be protected from development and and has repeatedly lobbied about which greenspace consultation.
There are many quarries in the area.
should be park. Draft OCP maps show land that
remain in a natural condition, with the following
Lobird
should be park now proposed as development (see
Private land blocks
exceptions...:
p. 41*: 11.7.4 All new lots ...should be connected to
arrows
on
map
below).
This
needs
to
be
deal
with
The City should ensure the large parcels of private
d. where trail, utility or road access for development
the municipal water and sewer system....
before
any
vested
interests
complicate
park
needs.
must cross riparian setbacks. Environmental
property in this area are developed in a manner
from Whitehorse Star, September 17, 2004
downtown wateRfRont
Lobird Park...gain...a 9.3-hectare parcel to the east
hIdden
Development and core trails
tRaiL
Chadburn
lakes
riverdaLe
(to install a reservoir and expand the trailer park)
Green lines: core trails;
Lake Park
Purple shading: already developed and
and a 7.4-hectare parcel to the south (currently
y
ukon RiVeR
slated for development
MiLLenniuM
downtown
tRaiL
tRaiL
has a sewage lagoon... water licence ... is valid until
2020)
s
ki tRaiLs
yu
The map below was compiled from areas marked
as developed or future development on the OCP
Map 1, “Greenspace Network.”

kon
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schwatka
lake

MiLLenniuM
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There’s also a waterline easement going from Lobird
to around the end of Ice Lake. Map 5 of the OCP,
“Urban Residential Growth Plan,” does not show
the reservoir, Ice Lake as a water source or the
sewage lagoon. Why?
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Lobird should be using normal City water and
sewage services and the land around Ice Lake should
then be restored to a natural state.

Tank Farm area

weigH
scaLes

mCintyre
N

n

airport

beyond Copper
ridGe

Quarries

The Draft OCP p. 29** suggests developing the
area in the yellow dotted outline on the map. This
area is well-used greenspace with sliding hills and
activities such as golf frisbee. A small pond supports
Wood frogs and songbirds. Elijah Smith School uses
this greenspace. Trees here act as a sound barrier to
Hamilton Boulevard.
Hillcrest needs to be kept informed on what
is happening with the Tank Farm. Tank Farm
trails are an essential daily access to downtown
for many neighbourhoods. There must be a
significant corridor to the Alaska Highway. This
corridor should have priority over any Tank Farm
development that accesses the highway. The present
Alaska Highway crossing is not safe.
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Trail issues and recommendations from the
The airport area is an important recreation area for Whitehorse airport development plan 1999
Trail link to connect Beringia Centre and
the whole city. Both tourists and locals enjoy the
Transportation Museum to downtown; moving
scenic Airport Escarpment Trail. Downtown and
fenceline inward would allow more room for trail
Riverdale residents use airport trails to access the
now confined by bank erosion; maintain 3 - 6 m
Canada Games Centre. For neighbourhoods above
perimeter trail right of way; boundary fence should
the airport, it’s the main active transportation route
be set back 6 m from escarpment edge.
for going downtown around the ends of the airport,
and for accessing recreational destinations such the Draft OCP maps designate the clay cliffs around
the airport as recreation or developed; all clay
Millennium Trail and Bridge, Yukon River trails,
cliffs should be classified as environmentally
the Miles Canyon area and downtown river trails.
sensitive. There are significant opportunities for
Trail Development
interpretation here, especially as these trails are also
p. 50: 18.2.4* The escarpment area is an integral
used by visitors to the city.
component of the open space network in
The escarpment trail and the fence needs to be
the downtown and shall be used to provide
recreational, interpretive and reflective
adjusted back from the eroded bank in places.
opportunities.
Planting on eroding banks could slow erosion.
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Airport Escarpment
wetlands
Above-the-airport neighbourhoods

aiL
M tR

riverdaLe

10.1.2 should be amended to ensure residents are
listed as active participants when dealing with
airport activity, especially when it affects trails.

South end of airport
The past few years has seen work on the property
across from the weigh scales wreck the perimeter
trail along the fence (#3). Sometimes, there’s
construction fill, road work debris, snow dump piles
and mud covering the trail.

The perimeter trail leads to the Airport Escarpment
Trail, and to a trail descending (#5) behind
the ball diamonds (across from Robert Service
Campground).
The trail at #5 needs to be improved, possibly by
a staircase. The popularity of the Black Street
staircase (#6) shows that having stairs at the south
end of the Airport Escarpment Trail would likely
also be very heavily used, especially by Riverdale
and downtown residents.
This would solidly link the airport trails to the
Millennium Trail and the Yukon River Trail. This
would benefit the whole community, not only in
an active transportation sense, but in encouraging
residents to embrace more active lifestyles.

Airport loop trail

escaRpMent

5

of the new Burns Road airport entrance for trail
users crossing the highway at #1?

There needs to be a green corridor along the
Develop safe highway crossings (#1, 2) of the Alaska perimeter trail. The new development area (#4) at
the south end of the airport should not obstruct
Highway. There needs to be allowance for parking
the perimeter trail. Nor should this development
on the airport side of each. What will be the effect
add another entrance to the Alaska Highway at the
weigh scale area (Fig. 7-2, 1999 airport development
plan).

LoGan
arkeLL inGram

Copper
ridGe

GranGer
HaMiLton BLV

p. 36*: 10.1.2 The City shall work with the Yukon
Government to ensure that development plans for
the ... Airport are compatible with surrounding land
uses....

fisH Lake Road

wetlands

Quarries

Airport consultation

N

coppeR HauL Road

Examine ways of improving the trail, making it
more bike friendly. Finally, the pavement on the
part of the trail from the highway to the Black
Street staircase should be extended around to the
highway at the south end of the airport. This would
be an excellent wheelchair friendly trail — look
at how much use the paved Millennium Trail gets
because it is accessible to everybody.

]

Airport escarpment

wateR

iL
t tRa
fRon

wHiteHoRse
geneRaL
HospitaL

yukon rIver

Long Lake Road

A highway trail linking the ends of the airport on
the Alaska Highway side of the airport would be a
great benefit to the City as a whole. Presently, there
is no circle trail around the airport; the highway
must be used. It would make a terrific hour-long,
easy bike trail. It would also link the Transportation
Museum and the Beringia Center and the airport,
providing people with extra time at the airport with
some great activities.
This trail would also benefit those who use the
active transportation route from Granger into
Hillcrest Drive to walk or bike downtown via the
airport.
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Motorized vehicles
Love them, hate them, don’t care... ATVs and
skidoos are controversial. Add to that their use of
neighbourhood greenspaces...
Ducks Unlimited:
A wetland in a residential area is valuable for
aesthetics, recreation (green space), flood control or
carbon storage, but it can lose its wildlife value.
Klondike Snowmobile Association Statement of
Ethics
Everyone Enjoys The Outdoors
I will protect our natural environment.
I will ride in a responsible manner and will use only
marked trails, areas or roads open to snowmobiles.
I will not harass or harm wildlife or the natural
surroundings.
I will minimize my impact on the environment.
City brochure “ Wetlands in Whitehorse”
Choose routes for ATVs, snowmobiles, mountain
bikes and other vehicles that do not go through
wetlands.
Do not cut down snags, they provide important
nesting and perching sites for birds.

At times, this hillside is heavily used by sliders on
snowboards, toboggans, GTs, cardboard, kayaks
and skidoos, all sharing the single up and down
chute.

2. The Trail Plan recommends the creation of a map
of “out and away” trails for motorized recreation
vehicle usage. ....done in conjunction with groups
such as the Klondike Snowmobile Association,
Motor Vehicles Branch, and others.

Add in the walkers, often groups of young kids
slowly making their way back up for another run,
and this is an accident waiting to happen.
We quickly realized that needs to be a set of trails
that can get snowmobiles out of the mix, and allow
people walking uphill to be safely out of the down
chute.
However, there are a number of “No motor vehicles”
signs in the area. As well, at some trail entrances
to the greenbelt there are barricades, but vehicles
often push through the shrubs and go around them.
What are the rules for using motorized vehicles in
the greenspace?

Motorized recreation
p. 52*: 18.5....not all residents appreciate motorized
vehicles on local walking and skiing trails. To avoid
conflict between motorized and non-motorized
trail users, the Parks and Recreation Master
Plan recommends ... “out and away” trails. ...for
motorized use, ... routes to get away from the local
greenspace and into the larger hinterland, where
they will not be a nuisance to non-motorized users.
1. ... consideration shall be made to separate trails
for motorized ... and for non-motorized recreation.

Toboggan run
One of the first tasks our committee undertook was
to examine the activities at the toboggan hill from
Granger
to Paddy’s Pond.
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18.5.2 must be modified to include neighbouring
subdivisions as official participants in motorized
trail discussions.
Also, how are ATV/motorcycle owners to be part
of necessary planning? And what about those users
who are not part of an organized group?
Determining snowmobile routes is an obvious step.
Where’s the “larger hinterland”? The motorized
trails (red lines) on this map show that there are no
motorized trails in Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake Park.
KSA grooms the trail from the Ice Lake Road to the
culvert. From the KSA web site:
Hamilton Boulevard through tunnel to Airport,
Good, Groomed 05 February
But this is not a motorized vehicle trail.

Implement 2007 Trail Plan conflict process
p 24: 8. Programming Multiple Use Trails
9. Management Goals for Multiple Use Trails
10. Management Tools for Multiple Use Trails
11. Walking the Talk
12. Implementation Strategy

Active transportation trails are very important and
must be separated from motorized trails and roads.
Start process of dialogue with motor vehicle users
about how to protect Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake
Park. There should be a facilitated district charette
addressing major connector multi-use trails, as well
as inner neighbourhood trails. This would be hosted
by the City Trails and Greenspaces Committee.
Find out why motor vehicles are driving through
the school area and accessing Paddy’s Pond – Ice
Lake Park. Discuss how to deal with the motorized
traffic the new culvert invites into the area.
Would signage (WETLANDS: NO MOTOR
VEHICLES) for trails be respected?

Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake

When we talk about snowmobiles and ATVs, other
things come to the fore: What is the experience
2007 Trail Plan, p. 28: However, in higher-use areas,
of other shared, multi-use trails in the city,
in cases where motorized use in particular has
such as along Hamilton Boulevard? Are people
increased or changed, or in areas of the City where
resident and user demographics may have changed, really comfortable sharing a multi-use trail with
motorcycles and skidoos?
conflicts between user groups have arisen.
Problems here are growing, especially since the new Should drivers sharing trails with people, most on
foot, be licensed and subject to normal highway
culvert was built under the Hamilton Boulevard
rules? Who are the drivers? Some seem quite young.
extension. There was no planning for this feature.
p. 52: 18.5.3* Motorized recreation use is not
With increased motorized vehicle use over the
permitted in Mt. McIntyre recreation area other
years, trails and habitat around the wetlands are
than for...
being destroyed. ATVs have made some trails
“No skidoos” also seems to be the rule for the
almost impassable, certainly not very enjoyable to
Chadburn Lake ski trails and the Millennium
walk.
Trail. If the community feels this is needed in other
This year, snowmachines are using much more
places, such as parks, this should be allowed as an
of the greenspace. Paddy’s Pond in particular is
enforceable aspect of the OCP.
heavily driven over. They are also being used to
harvest firewood.
The community cannot easily start rehabilitating
the area and its trails until we decide on the issue of
motor vehicles.
There’s also a safety issue around trail sharing when
trails become multi-use. A few residents have told
tales of close encounters with fast machines. Elijah
Smith School has talked to Bylaw Enforcement
about this.
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7. As promised during construction, make the Ice
Lake to Lobird trail accessible and safe where it
crosses Hamilton Blvd.

12. Examine water flowing into the wetlands and
15. Paddy’s Pond needs a lot of help. Can it be
also into the diversion ditch towards Ice Lake
restored to a natural environment? How can it
(perhaps Elijah Smith students would do this as a
co-exist with activities at the sliding hill? What
science
project).
It
was
changed
when
the
military
caused the high water this past year?
8. Again, as promised during construction, extend
built
the
dyke
road,
and
again
with
the
Hamilton
the multi-use trail along Hamilton Blvd. It could
16. Make activity at sliding hill safer.
Blvd. extension and culvert.
be this area’s Millennium Trail.
17. Designate the old roadway from Hillcrest to
9. Put up a viewpoint trail sign — there’s a beautiful 13. Improve trails through the wetlands. This area is
Granger as an active transportation trail.
likely part of the previous problem. This should
180° mountain panorama. This would be an ideal
18. Address City desire to build in area used for
also be preserved and maintained as a green link
spot for picnic tables and possibly a small pull-off
sliding, golf frisbee and school orienteering.
to
McIntyre
Creek
Park.
parking area.
19. Work to formalize a trail through the Tank Farm
14. This important trail through the wetlands badly
10. Ensure the mountainbike trail from Ice Lake to
to the end of airport.
needs
rebuilding.
There
are
three
side
trails
that
the extensive and growing Lobird-Copper Ridge
cross
the
wetlands
that
make
this
a
key
part
of
20. Make a safe Alaska Highway crossing.
trail system is still viable and the crossing at
loop trails. These side trails also need rebuilding.
Hamilton Blvd. is safe.
21. Determine how the new airport entrance will
Could this be a Y2C2, Conservation Action
affect walkers and bikers.
11. Brush out the alders!
Team or a Justice Corrections work project?
22. Improve the trail crossings behind McIntyre and
behind Copper Ridge.

Looking above the airport
Points of interest
1. Need a better trail leading down to ball diamond
from the south end of the airport.
2. Formalize the trail around the south end of the
airport.
3. Make a safe Alaska Highway crossing.
4. Formalize a park corridor from Ice Lake Road to
Alaska Highway by the weigh scales.
5. Examine the implications of using the Ice Lake
Road as an access road for industrial lots.
6. Designate the rock gardens as a park. Formalize
trails to rock gardens so this can become a
neighbourhood destination. This also leads to
linking with McLean Lake Park.
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Above-the-airport
Areas to think about

• Elijah Smith School Grade 3s created a booklet on
Paddy’s Pond plants. http://homepage.mac.com/
yukonviews/yukon/flowers/paddyPond/index.
html

• Colour-code major trails (as is done on the
Chadburn Ski/hiking trails).
• Do some interpretive activities on topics such as
animal tracks, shrubs, bear safety and geology.

• Address park boundary issues on page 8 of this
report.

Copper
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22
23

• Paddy’s Pond – Ice Lake flower project lists over
160 plant species. http://homepage.mac.com/
yukonviews/yukon/flowers/index.html

Other issues
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Interpreting our new park

• Neighbourhood walks and hikes could be offered
to new residents.
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23. Examine the best trail usage for summer and
winter, and how boardwalks could best cross the
wetlands.

• Mary Whitley and the Bird Club do a yearly
birding walk at Paddy’s Pond.
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• Some years there are problems with bush parties,
garbage and campfires.
• Investigate interpretation in McIntyre Wetlands.

wetlands

• There are still places where garbage can be found.
ski tRaiLs

wetlands
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